Faux Paper Bow with Punches
I saw Connie Collin’s video on how to make this paper bow and thought it was amazing!

1. Cut two ovals of designer paper.
2. Cut a strip of designer paper 13/16” x 2 ½”.
3. With the large oval punch place the strip in the punch and pull one end up through the oval hole and punch the other end of the strip.
4. Take your 1” square and turn it upside down, and place the flat edge of the strip into the punch diagonally and just punch the out the corner of the strip.
5. Cut on very small strip 3/8” x ¾” and place a glue dot on each end.
6. Now take your longer strips and adhere the oval end of each strip to each glue dot.
7. Fold the ovals in half, but DO NOT CREASE them, you will want them 3D.
8. Place a glue dot on the open end of the oval and adhere it to the other side of the oval. Then place a glue dot on the bottom of the rounded end and adhere to the center of the ribbon strip (that looks like a bow tie)
9. Repeat with the other oval.
10. You can wrap another paper strip around the center or place a button in the middle.